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one of the hottest new plugins for virtual instruments, in fact, is aether. it was
2caudios debut plugin in 2009 and essentially set a new benchmark, being

unmatched in terms of audio quality, scope and usability. yes, it looks relatively
complex and isnt necessarily going to be a first choice for quickly setting up

basic reverb sends for a typical mix (although of course it can do that with bells
on). where aether really comes into its own is as the ultimate reverb for

dramatically enhancing sound design, ambience and spot fx: hits, cinematic
booms, club track-style swirls of shifting reverb clouds that can add a lot of extra

movement, vibe and overall epic-ness to a track. much like lexicon being the
king of digital algorithmic reverb, the emt 140 reverb unit represents the
pinnacle of the physical plate reverb sound. this largehardware unit was

originally released by german phonograph manufacturers elektro-mess-technik
(emt) in 1957, and quickly became a studio favourite, remaining in production
for a further 25 years. up until that point, the only reverb options for producers
were to use spring reverb units (only really suitable for guitars), or to record or

re-record tracks in an appropriately reverberant room, hall or custom-built
chamber (inconvenient and/or expensive). the emt 140 literally revolutionised

studio reverb, not only offeringa new level of convenience (a 7 long, 600lbs box
was of course considered amazingly convenient, relatively, at this time; imagine

what a 1950s engineer would make of plugin reverb..!), but also doing it with
extreme style, providing the kind of lush, thick and diffuse reverb sound that is

still revered today for its warmth and musicality.
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